
Emily Roberts Amcal Pharmacy
9 Lowndes Street, Bendigo 3550
www.emilyroberts.com.au

Phone 03 5443 7427  
Fax 03 5443 6000

Section 1: Compounding information
The practice of preparing medications dates back to the origins of pharmacy. Compounding is the traditional method of pre-

paring customised medications to help meet unique physician and patient needs. 
This may be done for medically necessary reasons, such as to change the form of the medication from a solid pill to a liquid, 

to avoid a non-essential ingredient that the patient is allergic to, or to obtain the exact dose needed. It may also be done where 
there is no off the shelf product available or for voluntary reasons, such as adding favourite flavours.

As your medicine is made specifically for you it may take some time to prepare. Please allow 2-3 days for your medication to 
be prepared – sometimes it may take longer if specialised ingredients are required. When we receive your prescription we will 
be able to provide an estimated timeframe.

Section 2: Patient information

Date Firstname Surname

Address Postcode

Phone Mobile DOB

Sex       Female |     Male |     Non-binary

Intolerances      Gluten |     Lactose |Other:

Allergies Including medications, colours, flavours, preservatives etc:

Pregnant?        Yes Pregnancy planned?        Yes

Breast-
feeding?        Yes

Vegan or 
Vegetarian?        Yes

Medicare# Ref Exp date

Concession# Ref Exp date

If you have private health insurance with extras you MAY be able to claim. Would you like an official receipt?         Yes

If this person is a child please provide the following additional information:

Contact person’s name Contact number

Relationship to child?

Whom may we thank for referring you?

Section 3: Information about today’s prescription

Why have you been prescribed this medication?

Is this first time you have been prescribed this medication        Yes

If No, where have you had this medication compounded before?

Which other medications do you take? (include any vita-
mins, complementary or over the counter medications)?

Please list your other medical conditions:

Should we keep all your repeats/scripts on file at the pharmacy?        Yes

Emily Roberts Pharmacy respects your privacy and is bound by the National Privacy Principles set out in the Privacy Act 1988 of the Common-
wealth of Australia. From time to time some of your personal information (eg name, address and phone number) may be released to a third 
party (eg a courier) to enable us to complete your delivery. Please advise us if you have concerns regarding any privacy issues.

Signature Date
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